The international Tang Prize was established in Taiwan in 2012. The Tang Prize is the highest scientific and social award for the outstanding contributions and achievements in the following nominations: «Sustainable development», «Biopharmaceutical Science», «Sinology», «Rule of law» and it keeps the traditions of such events as Olympic movement, Nobel Prize and other international rewards.

The founder of the Tang Prize is Doctor Samuel Yen-Liang Yin

The CEO of the Tang Prize Foundation is Professor Jenn-chuan Chern

In the museum of the Tang Prize
The Tang Prize Medal.
The Tang Prize Medal, designed by Japanese designer Fukasawa Naoto, is a single piece of 214 g., 99.99 pure gold. The spiral curves imply the structure of DNA, a spiral galaxy, an image of a dragon, in addition to speaking of one’s life force and expressing a dynamism of movement. Although the spiral curves are based on a circular structure, they never return to the same position. What they express is a sense of infinity that applies to our history, growth, and life.

Lin Cheung, the designer of the London 2012 Paralympic Games medal, was commissioned to design an entirely new set of diplomas for the 2016 Tang Prize laureates. The diploma for Sustainable Development, inspired by maps and mapmaking, reconfigures the continents of the world to represent a change in perspective, and the hope and opportunity that change can bring.

The Prize has been given every two years since 2014. The fund of each nomination is about 1 360 000 USD, and additional grants for further research are about 340 000 USD, the total amount for winner is about 1,7 million USD.

For more detailed information see website

www.tang-prize.org